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Tess Stone finishes the relay at JK.  Photo courtesy of Meg Sommers 
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CLUB OFFICIALS 
 

Patron     Sir John Cave Bt, DL 

President    Major General N. F. Vaux CB DSO 

 

 

Committee 

 

Chairman &Access Nicholas Maxwell 

Secretary  Steve Perrelle 

Treasurer  Andy Reynolds 

Club Captain  Jill Green 

Development  Alan Simpson 

Committee Members Graham Dugdale Membership Secretary 

   Kit Grierson  Juniors  

Tim Gent  Fixtures,  

   Bryan Smith   Publicity & Website 

   Wilf Taylor   Coaching 

 

 

 

Other officials 

 

A. & P. East Devon  John Dyson 

Child Welfare   Helen Taylor 

Club Clothing   Vivienne Maxwell 

Equipment   Alan Simpson 

Mapping   Roger Green 

Newsletter Editor  Susan Hateley  

(susan@susanhateley.wanadoo.co.uk) 

SI Manager   Eleanor Taylor 

SWOA Representative  Nicholas Maxwell 

Web Manager   Bryan Smith 

 

 

Deadline for copy for the next Devon Orienteer will be 1
st
 July 2014-05-22 

 

 

 

CHAIRMAN’S THOUGHTS 

Over 50 Devon members ventured to South Wales for a variety of orienteering formats.  The main event was 

2 days on the moor of Merthyr Common with many sink hole, depressions and pits.  The event has an 

international following but those who beat off the competition to come in the top 10 are: 

 

Flurry Grierson 2nd M12A 

Ben Stevens 10th M14A 

Sean Rowe 7th M18L 

Rob Parkinson 5th M55L 

Mike Wimpenny 8th M65L 

Ellie Stone 2nd W18E 

Tess Stone 9th W45L 

Jill Green 4th W70L 

Not forgetting Ben Chesters (M35L 2nd) and Jamie Parkinson (M21E 14th). 

 

Tamar Triple - Fernworthy 

Not long now until we get the opportunity to run at Fernworthy on Day 1 of the Tamar Triple.  For some it 

will be a return after a long gap but for me it will be my first time.  There was a last minute panic for us and 
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particularly Tom Lillicrap (planner) when a pair of goshawks was discovered nesting.  Goshawks are a 

protected specie and the Forestry Commission are required to designate an exclusion zone to avoid 

disturbance to the birds.  This necessitated replanning the courses.   Thanks to Tom. 

 

The challenging thought is that if more birds had unexpectedly nested could we have been in the position of 

having to cancel the event.  This would have been unfortunate having invested in a new map.  On the big 

events We hope to come back for Caddihoe 2015 when we will not have to worry about bird restrictions but 

let your committee have your feedback on the area after the event. 

 

Can we claim the Tamar Triple is now an international event? We have one competitor from Denmark. 

 

Yvette Baker success 

Our team won the regional round at the event we put on at Mutters Moor.  Sadly, there was only one other 

team in the competition – thanks to Quantock for fielding a team – as it clashed with the Northern 

Championships which was a selection race.  See later for a Devon member who was selected.  SWOA had 

asked clubs with a level C event in April/ May to host this event.  I understand that we were the only club 

who offered and unfortunately our event date had been scheduled 18 months ago. 

 

The good news for Quantock is that they qualify as well as Devon finished second at the 2013 final. 

 

Squad selection 

Congratulations to Ellie Stone, W18 who has just been selected to attend the 2014 Talent Development 

Summer Camp at Sedbergh. 

 

Summer 

Now it has arrived put on the lightweight orienteering gear, enjoy the challenges of the four events at the 

Tamar Triple and perhaps visit some new orienteering locations such as the Lakes or even further away.  

Enjoy your summer orienteering. 

 

Nicholas Maxwell 

 

WELCOME 
 

Alex McStea  W18  Lyme Regis 

Tom Lewis  M40  Barnstaple 

Malcolm Hilton M45 Sidmouth 
 

Contact members: 

Peter Stewart & Sally Topsom Winchester 
 

Change of contact details 

John Dyson email  john_dyson@btinternet.com  (Please note this email address replaces the one shown 

in the soon-to-be-circulated Devon OC 2014 membership list)  
 

 

 

CALLING ALL JUNIOR RUNNERS 

YOUR CLUB NEEDS YOU! 
Congratulations to all the Juniors that represented the Devon Oreinteering Club at the Yvette Baker Heat at Mutters 

Moor earlier this month, it was a really good win. It will also be good to see Quantock Juniors at the final 

 

It was a really good turn out of juniors and it will be great to send a large contingent to the Final on 6th July near 

Ashington in Sussex. 

Plans for this are already underway and so if you have not already told Steve Perelle or I that you can make it to the 

final please let us know very soon. 

mailto:john_dyson@btinternet.com
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At the moment it is planned that most of the team will travel up on the Saturday, camp over night near by and compete 

on the Sunday. Â The presentations are at 1.30pm so we will return home after that. 

 

Remember to let us know.... Tess 01297 553421 or plum.pebble@gmail.com or Steve 01803 401805 or 

steveperrelle@blueyonder.co.uk. 

 

We are running a cake stall at the Tamar Tripple events to raise funds for the trip so please juniors bring lots to sell 

and everyone else please buy lots to eat!!!!A:) 

 

 

 

CLUB KIT ORDER 
 

I want to put in a new order for club O tops.  Let me know if you would like to order a top indicating 

whether you want mesh, polyester short, polyester long.  When I know what tops people would like I will 

confirm prices with Trimtex, update the order form and get sizes. 

Details of tops can be found on the club website. 

Vivienne Maxwell 

 

 

 

PLANNING COURSE 

The planning course booked for Saturday 17
th

 May has been rescheduled to Sunday 22nd June at 2pm.  Let 

Nicholas Maxwell know if you want to come to this revised date. 

Nicholas Maxwell 
 

 

 

 

CONGRATULATIONS. 
 

Ellie Stone (W18) has been offered a place on the Talent Development Summer Camp this year in Sedbergh 

from the 31
st
 July until 4

th
 August.   Ellie has also been selected for the Gothenburg training event later in 

August 
 

JK was a very successful event for many of the Devon members this year as we had three medallists over the 

four days and a good number of people in the top ten. 

 

Sprint:  
Bronze Medal W70 Jill Green 
 

Days 2&3 

 Silver Medal M12A Flurry Grierson 

 Silver Medal W18E Ellie Stone 

Other top 10 places for Days 2 & 3 

4
th
 M14B Lee Donohoe  W70L Jill Green 

5
th
 M55L Rob Parkinson   

7
th
 M18L Sean Rowe 

8
th
 M65L Mike Wimpenny W45L Tess Stone 

10
th
 M14A Ben Stevens 

 

Relay Top 10 places 
4

th
 Ultra Vets(210+) Ella Bowles, Jill Green, Mike Wimpenny 

4
th
 Junior Relay(40-) Flurry Grierson, Ben Stevens, Harry Fox 

5
th
 Men Short         Grey Grierson, Joss Knight, Duncan Taylor 

7
th
 Ultra Vets(210+) Alan Simpson, Ann Hughes, Tom Lillicrap 

8
th
 Junior Relay(40-) Harry McMurtrie, Obbi Fox, Matt Birdsall 

 

mailto:plum.pebble@gmail.com
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JK relay Day finish Photo Courtesy Meg Sommers 

 

 

TOMOS and PLBs 
All those sinkholes at the JK, and thinking back to my intimate relationship with every single one of them when I 

made the original map of Merthyr Common, reminded me of a recent incident affecting our local club in New 

Zealand, Nelson Orienteering Club. 

PLBs, or Personal Locator Beacons, are becoming popular in New Zealand and have already led to some pretty high 

profile rescues there.  Those who mess around in boats in the UK will probably be familiar with the EPIRB which is a 

Locator Beacon specifically designed as an emergency locator beacon for the maritime environment, though there is 

some debate whether a locator beacon can legally be used in a land environment in the UK.  PLB’s once activated, 

send a signal via satellite, to the rescue centre in the country they are registered in.  They hold a number of telephone 

contacts for the registered beacon and will make quick attempts to establish whether the owner may be in the area 

where the signal is coming from before activating the emergency services.  The latest versions of PLB also contain a 

GPS and rescue services can now get a very accurate fix on where the beacon is.  I always carry one when out hill 

walking, mapping etc. 

I had been to a committee meeting of Nelson OC and one of the subjects we discussed was the vulnerability of 

mappers, planners and controllers when out on their own in some pretty remote areas, and we decided that the Club 

would investigate purchasing a PLB for these officials to borrow when necessary.  Our  Club President (equivalent of 

Chairwoman here), Jill Clendon, announced that she was going to visit an area the next day where she was the planner 

for a forthcoming event, and that she would be carrying her own PLB, especially as there were a large number of 

tomos (NZ speak for sinkholes).  The next afternoon there was a piece on the news about an orienteer being rescued in 

that same area.  I shall let Jill tell the story. 

“Ngarua is a map we have at the top of Takaka Hill. We have had this map for a number of years and run some very 

successful, incident free events on it. We are very aware of the tomos in the area and these are marked on the map 

with bright pink crosses. On Waitangi Day 2014, I went up to Ngarua with a friend to check out control placements 

for an OY event we had planned to hold there at the end of February. We had consent from the farm owner and were 

well prepared to spend a few hours wandering around the farm checking to make sure the control sites selected were 
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accurate as per the map and there were no major safety issues. We do this before all our big events – it is a standard 

part of the procedure. 

My friend Karen and I had been on the farm for about an hour and a half and checked around 15 to 20 controls. We 

were not moving particularly quickly, just out enjoying the beautiful weather and views from the top of the hill. We 

had worked our way up from the bottom of the map and were fairly close to the Ngarua Caves café when I sent Karen 

off to double check two features to make sure I was in the correct position for where we wanted to place a control. I 

was confident it was the correct location and took a step forward in a fairly shallow depression to place a tag onto a 

small bush. As I stepped forward I dropped down, immediately thinking that perhaps there was just some slight 

settlement of rocks below my feet as can sometimes happen in long grass. Interestingly, I didn’t stop and dropped 

straight down into a cave. I dropped about 5 metres straight down and then tumbled a further 3 to 4 metres before 

dropping another metre and a half into the bottom of a fairly broad cavern. I had enough time to think to myself ‘I 

wonder when I am going to stop’. When I did stop, I knew immediately that I hadn’t seriously injured myself and that 

I was incredibly lucky. I rolled over and felt a sharp pain in my knee as I stood up and knew that I would have a few 

bruises, but otherwise I was pretty good – I hadn’t been knocked out although my head had quite a few bumps on it. 

When I turned around and looked back up I could see that I was going to need some help to get back out again.  

Karen hadn’t seen me fall but had heard something so had come back to where we had last been together and heard 

me yelling. Karen is not an experienced orienteer at all but we have done a few adventures races together so I was 

pretty confident we would be able to get ourselves out of this situation somehow. I had a fair amount of gear with me 

– a jacket, polypropelene top, woollen hat, lunch, water, first aid kit, small head torch and locator beacon. While I 

wouldn’t normally carry this much gear while checking an orienteering course, I would usually have a few things 

including the beacon, emergency blanket and lunch. That day, we were using the time to do some training for an 

upcoming adventure race so had slightly more than usual.  

I told Karen I was going to set off my locator beacon and she headed off to seek help. Remember that Karen is not an 

orienteer and I had all the maps with me down in the cave. By setting off the beacon, I knew that if Karen couldn’t 

find her way back to me (or something worse), at least the emergency services would be notified. Karen later told me 

she walked away from the hole, looked back and realised she would never find it again if she didn’t mark it somehow 

so she placed her bright green jacked on a nearby rock so she could find her way back. 

By this time I was getting pretty shaky so pulled on my hat, polypro, jacket and head torch. I also pulled out my 

emergency blanket and wrapped myself up. I had a look at my knee and realised there was a pretty deep cut there so 

pulled out the first aid kit and bandaged it up.  Afterwards, I found blood all over the place but in the dark, it was 

probably a good thing I didn’t look too hard at myself.  

Karen seemed to be gone for a long time. The beacon I had placed as far as possible toward the line of the hole but I 

had no idea if it was working – the little light was flashing red regularly so it was definitely trying to get a signal. As it 

turns out, it was picked up almost immediately. So while Karen headed for help, I huddled in the cave trying not to 

move too much because my knee was starting to hurt pretty good by now. The trouble was, it was cold – really cold! 

The emergency blanket and extra clothes really helped but it wasn’t exactly pleasant. I had a few dry old bones for 

company, a couple of wetas poked their heads out, and a whole lot of blow flies decided I looked like their next meal 

as well.  

Eventually Karen returned and I found out that the beacon had been picked up and help was on the way. Fortuitously, 

the Takaka volunteer ambulance service had just done a patient transfer to the Motueka ambulance at the caves 

carpark so it wasn’t long before I had a blanket and an ice pack for my knee (trouble with that was it just added to the 

cold so I didn’t use it for long). The emergency services were great although until cave rescue arrived, there was little 

they could do except toss blankets down to me! It sounded like they were having a good time up there when I could 

hear them anyway! After about 3 hours, cave rescue arrived and within an hour I was back on the surface and 

hobbling my way towards the emergency department for stitches, IV antibiotics, a good scrub and a tetanus injection.  

Lessons learned: 

- A locator beacon is essential – had I been alone, it would have been the only thing that would have let people 

know I was in trouble. 

- Spare clothes or at least an emergency blanket can save your life. If I had been down there without help for 

any length of time, I believe I could have survived several days with the gear I had on me (especially lunch). 

- Having someone with you who knows what to do in an emergency even if they don’t know how to navigate 

can mean a big difference in getting people to help you and in terms of your mental health – reassurance, 

constantly checking that I am ok, keeping me distracted, all made a huge difference to how I coped down 

there. It would have been very easy to freak out. 

- Luck. Never under estimate how much this plays a role. Yes, we were well prepared, but I was lucky that I 

didn’t knock myself out or injure myself more seriously – I believe my back pack may have broken my fall 

and protected me significantly but luck certainly played a role. 
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- Pre-checking orienteering courses is essential. Although we do it as a matter of course, we often do it alone – 

take a beacon with you, and never skimp on checking everything. The hole I fell down was completely grown 

over with grass, I had no inkling it was there whatsoever. So although this accident could perhaps not have 

been prevented, many accidents can be by careful course checking.” 

Mike and Victoria Wimpenny 

 

 

 
 

Photo courtesy Meg Sommers 

 

SUMMARY OF DEVON ORIENTEERING CLUB COMMITTEE MEETING 

HELD AT CHUDLEIGH TOWN HALL ON 9
th

 April 

Tamar Triple Update 

The mapping of Fernworthy is complete and the map has been seen by the Controller. The courses were 

planned. Entries so far were not high 

Fixtures 

Staff were required for the Long O on 5 October and the Galoppen at Virtuous Lady. 

A ‘CATI’ type event had been arranged with National Trust staff for an event at Killerton on Saturday 25 

October. This had not been registered yet. Alan Simpson had volunteered to Control the event. The event 
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had been advertised by NT as from 1400 to 1600 which gave rise to some concern as daylight hours were 

limited at this time of the year. 

Adrian Taylor was prepared to organise the Christmas Novelty event at Sandy Bay Holiday Camp near 

Exmouth. Roger Green had produced a map but required access permission to walk around the site. Adrian 

proposed to get this on his return from China. 

It was suggested that there should be three night events: at Plym Woods, River Dart Country Park and 

somewhere in the east. 

Day 2 of the Long O was being planned by Matt Atkins. The competition area had been decided and 

planning courses was in hand and Roger Green was preparing the A3 1:15000 maps to be used.  

Planning of the Woodbury Common event on 8 June by Rob Parkinson was in hand. Roger Green had also 

been updating the map of the area to be used. 

Finance 

The Treasurer had submitted up to date accounts which did not cause any cause for concern. These included 

about a third of the cost of mapping Fernworthy. 

Publicity 

Bryan and Alan had written an article for the Active Dartmoor magazine. 

Bryan had advised Axe Valley Runners, Exmouth Harriers, Honiton Running Club and SouthWest Hashing 

about the forthcoming events at Mutters Moor and Wheathill Plantation. 

There was to be a South West Lakes Trust Countryside Day at Burrator on Sunday 6th July, but not yet 

advertised.  Nicholas Maxwell could provide some input but it was not clear whether it would be possible to 

put on an orienteering course at , say, the Arboretum 

Equipment 

After discussions between Alan and Roger it was proposed that: 

Alan would continue to look after the SportIdent hardware.  Other equipment would be shared roughly 

equally between them i.e. Tents, canes, roadsigns, clocks, tape, notices etc. Alan had prepared an inventory 

of the equipment he had at home and Roger would do the same. These could be put on the website.  

Alan was maintaining the hardware as required e.g. battery replacement. 

Alan would make a presentation at the next meeting regarding stakes for the SI boxes. 

Safety 

Bryan’s 10 commandments, mostly relating to registration and Autodownload procedures, were discussed. 

I was suggested that registration forms could be redesigned to include BOF membership number and the 

exhortation to use block capitals. Persons doing registration should check in detail completed registration 

forms and reject if necessary, before passing them to the laptop operators. 

The 10 commandments should be added to the Organiser’s Pack/Check Lists which should be sent to all 

organisers – even the experienced ones. These Documents need to be updated. 

 

Development Plan 2014-2016 

Nicholas had prepared a draft document which was discussed. Most of his suggested changes/deletions were 

agreed. Did we need to review our Clubmark status and do anything to maintain it? Tom Lillicrap had 

agreed to lead the Mapping Group. Under the heading ‘Ethos’ we thought we had improved matters with the 

new website and new club orienteering strip. Bryan would send our suggestions back to Nicholas. 

Other Item 

1) Membership. 

Graham Dugdale gave an update on numbers at 1 April. The number of Seniors was about the same as last 

year but there had been an increase in the number of Juniors and contact members. 

The perceived lack of insurance of non BOF members who run courses at events was discussed. There was 

an idea that up to three runs were allowable after which competitors should join BOF. The revised 

registration form with a space for a BOF number may help to identify the number of runs a non-member 

makes. 

 Steve Perrelle 
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BIRCH’S TALES 
I think that I will be applying to the Social services before long as my people are so cruel to me!  It dawned a fantastic 

day in March and they got up into their special Devon O kit and went down to Northam Burrows for my usual 

morning exercise.  Then after breakfast we piled into the car and drove to this large parking area close to the A303.  

We went up to the assembly area and explored the facilities, exchanging greetings with many of my friends and made 

the acquaintance of some new ones and sorted out both the start and the finish before they took me back to the car and 

they put on their shoes and got ready with compasses and dibbers.  Then, after a discussion, they put my corkscrew 

into the ground and attached me to it.  There was I, so excited and ready to guide them into the controls and I was 

abandoned by the car!  After they had finished they were so tired they only took me to their first controls. 

I did however manage to get out at Polly Joke and showed Roger the way around the green course.  It was lovely to be 

able to stretch my legs and enjoy 

the views and the smells.  I was 

very fortunate to find a lovely 

bone on my way to number 1 and 

I was able to carry this around 

with me for some of the course.  

It was quite large and very heavy. 

We went across the rough grass 

to 1 and then took a bearing to 2, 

Roger drifted a bit and got close 

to the track so I showed him 

where to go.  We were a bit low 

for number 3 and so had to climb 

a bit and then headed to the top 

of the re-entrant to get to number 

4.  By this time my jaw was 

starting to ache so I left the bone 

for a future occasion.  Roger had 

to help me negotiate the crossing 

points to reach 5.  We headed 

straight across the hill to number 

6, avoiding the sheep on route 

and then followed the shorter 

grass to reach 7.  When there 

Roger thought he ought to check 

his compass to make sure I was 

taking him in just the right 

direction!  He should have 

known better – I always go in the 

right direction.  However he 

found he had lost his compass 

and so had to rely on my sense of 

direction anyway.  We reached 8 with ease.  We used the enclosure as an attack point to 9 and then used the path to 

help my poor feet on the way to 10 and approached over the short grass..  Then it was into the sand dune area, I could 

smell the sea and thought I would like to go down onto the beach, but after going straight to no. 11, we headed inland 

to a very large depression before using some paths to make our way to13 and then across the large soft sand to 14.  I 

picked up a scent and just had to follow it up as Roger made his slow way back to 15.  My route was very much 

quicker and I arrived at the control first.  It was a steep climb to 16 and 17, before we tried to get to the path back out 

onto the Kelseys.  In the end I had to squeeze under a fence and the he helped me over a style.  It was an easy way 

back to the finish from here. 

I had another disappointment when they went to the BOK Trot.  We had a nice walk around Leigh Woods where I was 

able to use all my navigation skills to get them to the ancient fort, which Susan insisted on visiting.  We then stayed 

overnight in a Travelodge so that they only had to drive one way on the Sunday.  We had a really nice walk in Fedw 

Wood, but then I was made to sit in the car for ages while they went out and enjoyed themselves and never let me see 

the wood they competed in. 
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 There was another long break in our orienteering before I was allowed out onto Peak Hill and Mutters Moor.  I took 

Roger around the Green course which 

had been planned by my friend Carol.  

It started off in the woods on the east 

side, with a gentle drop down to number 

1 and a good contour to 2.  We made 

our way carefully up the hill to the 

plateau and into an area with some holly 

bushes and thicker vegetation where 

there was the control in the depression.  

Roger was so slow to follow me, I had 

just headed under the trees straight to 

the control, but Roger had to find a way 

by a devious route.  Then we headed 

back out to the western path and round 

the track before cutting down the bank 

to 4.  We made our way back up to the 

track and onto the nice earth slope 

before using the tracks to 6 and climbed 

gently up to the vegetation boundary for 

7.  Roger was getting tired by this time, 

so I stuck close to his side to give him 

encouragement.  Number 8 was very 

straight forward and on the plateau.  We 

used the paths to get to 9, cutting across 

country to the control before going over 

the spurs to 10 and 11.  We were 

concerned about my paws on the way to 

12, but luckily I found a nice track into 

and out of the control.  We went the 

safe way to 13, 14 and 15 before racing each other home to the finish.  

 

Birch Hateley 

 

 

 
 

Photo courtesy Meg Sommers 
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FIXTURES 
 

DEVON EVENTS 

June 

8
th

 Devon League Wheathill Plantation, Woodbury Common. SY041846 Organiser Ella 

Bowles 

July 

7
th

 SW Lakes Countryside Trust Burrator,  Yelverton  

 Organiser Nicholas Maxwell 

20
th

  Devon Relays  Hound Tor SX788793 

 Organiser Alan Knight 

The Devon Relays are great fun to participate in.  This year it is likely that teams of three will tackle a 

“Harris Relay.”  All team members set of together to visit all the controls.  There is a “spine” set of controls 

that all team members must visit, they are usually easy controls, just off paths or line features and more 

difficult controls to be visited by just one member of the team.  Relays are good fun, there are usually people 

who do not have a team, so just turn up on the day and I am sure that you will be fitted into a team. 

 

 

 

KERNO 
Kerno start their Summer Series in June.  These are usually held on a Saturday with Start times between 16.00 and 

17.00.  They are usually designed to give newcomers a taste of orienteering and to provide some sort of training for 

experienced orienteers – for example part of the map may be blank apart from the purple control circle with no 

indication what feature the control is on or a brown only map.  Other formats may involve complex rules for score 

events like visiting all the controls that are between 20 – 29, before going to controls 30 – 39.  Great fun. 

Dates are as follows: 

June  

14
th
 Tehidy Woods, Camborne SW63514346 

 28
th
 Holywell Dunes, newquay SW76705874 

July 

 12
th
 Mount Edgcumbe  SX45005252 

 26
th
 Trelissick Truro   SW83553973 

August 

 16
th
 Cardinham Woods  SX100046675 

 24
th
 Lanhydrock   SX08666410 


